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Gulf College in affiliation
with Staffordshire University
(SU) has given again fair
pride to its mission being a
Higher Education Institution
(HEI) in Oman as it
conferred the related bachelors
degree to four hundred ninety-six students during the 5th
graduation rites held under
the patronage of Her Excellency Maitha Bint Saif Al
Mahrouqi, Under Secretary
of Ministry of Tourism, at Al
Noor Hall in Madinat Sultan
Qaboos, 22nd April.

Her Excellency Maitha Bint Saif Al Mahrouqui (centre Top R) is flanked by CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi; Prof. Michael Gunn (Top L)
delivers his speech; and Dean Dr. Takki Al Abduwani (Bottom L) and other officials witness the distribution of diploma during
the Graduation Ceremony held at Al Noor Hall, Madinat Sultan Qaboos.

GC has sustained the reg- strategies were shared to better
ular
conduct
of understand how the college
Knowledge Forum (KF) electronic paper is done and
managed.
which adds a fine laurel in
Shortly after the
its flourishing corporate
first session on
identity as one of the comthe 10th of April,
petitive higher education
Mr.
Moses
institutions in the SultanRajmohan, lecturate.
er of the Faculty
As a proof, in one month time,
two sessions of Knowledge
Forum (KF) rolled out again at
H-Hall and hailed successful as
the unveiled topics were
deemed relevant and novel in
the schema of learning among
the GC staff.
Dr.
Antonio
Asuncion,
lecturer of the
Faculty of the
Foundation
Studies (FFS)
who kicked off
this
semesAntonio Asuncion
ter’s KF, discussed campus journalism and
school paper management within the context of GC’s News
Gazette. Strategies in article
writing in the different genres
were discussed and managing

At the graduation ceremony, CEO
Dr. Issa Al Balushi said that GC
has become the symbol status of
Oman as it incessantly endeavours in providing higher education
and in providing national cadre for

In academic affiliation with
Staffordshire University, UK

the country’s development.
He added with humility, “At GC,
our graduates are groomed to deal
with complexities and to tackle
major upheavals in life to help
build Oman.”
On the other hand, Vice Chancellor Prof. Michael Gunn represented SU in the ceremony and challenged this year’s graduates to
work hard for the economic development of Oman. He likewise appreciated the families and benefactors for their boundless support
to the graduates.
The graduates responded through
Asmahan Al Balushi, “We are now
prepared to engage in the business market because we have
achieved the relevant qualifications, skills, values and morals.”
She added, “We hope to build our
nation. Thank you GC for preparing us.”

Prof. Hubbal presents SoTL

With the aim of
transforming
GC
into a researchdriven HEI not only
on a national level
but also on a global scale, Dean Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani
Moses Rajmohan
of the Business invited Prof. Harry
Studies
(FBS), Hubbal to share
divulged his ideas on destina- with the academe
tion branding which is regarded The University of Prof. Harry Hubbal presents the SoTL curriculum to GC staff.
as leverage for organizations. British Columbia’s
According to him, marketing (UBC) Scholarship of Teaching the practice of UBC’s research(SoTL) curricu- intensive programme to make
management and place market- and Learning
clear to the administration and
ing are two important aspects lum.
Held
at
the
H-Hall,
National
staff the context and indicators of
needed in creating a brand for
the future of any institution like Teaching Fellow of Vancouver research intensive university.
Canada Prof. Hubbal discussed He mentioned that institutional
GC.
initiatives, significant curricula and
pedagogical shift are the factors
Keeping abreast with global in- teaching and learning which are influencing SoTL to transform GC
structional resources and stand- popularly sought after by many on a global scale.
ards, GC opened its door to universities and colleges world- Prof. Hubbal guaranteed maximum help from UBC to move GC
Cambridge University Press dele- wide.
gates, world leader in academic FFS lecturers were then given by into a global scale through republishing.
the delegates an access to the search-driven programme as long
In their visit, Anis El Khoury and materials for scrutiny and as a as the administration will patronFaye Roberts introduced to the result they adapted some that are ise the programme offer which Dr.
Faculty of Foundation Studies appropriate to the language Taki in return disclosed that he
(FFS) their press’ most recent learning needs of the GC stu- will discuss it with the BoD and
concerned staff.
instructional materials for English dents.
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Vice Chancellor Prof. Michael Gunn met up at
Radisson Blue Hotel with
Gulf College’s stakeholders and patrons in an annual gathering to foster
academic partnership with
Staffordshire
University
last 18th April, 2013.
Said event was attended by
more than 50 participants representing government and nongovernment sectors of the country. Representatives from the
different ministries and companies who are the sponsors of
many students graced the said
gathering.

Prof. Gunn ensured the stakeholders and patrons that SU will
continue to partner with GC to
provide quality education at par
with local accreditation requirements and British standards.
Meanwhile, Dean Dr. Taki Al
Abduwani took time extending
the administration’s gratitude to
the patrons for selecting and
trusting GC as the training
ground of their staff.
He likewise talked about the ongoing construction of Mabela
campus, indicative of the effort
of the administration in expanding its facilities and services
which will resonate to Oman’s
national development by ensuring hum a n
r e source
developm e n t
through
t h e
quality
of
GC
graduates.

Prof. Michael Gunn (centre) and CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi (R) share plans on fostering academic partnership between GC and SU during the Annual Gathering.

Mr. Gliten Anand Roy, Administrator of Pearson Test of English (PTE), declares the ongoing operation of PTE Centre
of GC.
The administrator said that the
centre continues to offer computer-based test to students
who aim at studying in an Eng-

lish-speaking academic environment.
PTE Academic of GC offers
scheduling of test up to 48
hours in advance and releases
results within 5 working days.
The certificate it releases is
accepted in universities and
colleges worldwide.

GC supports MD's 3 Rs
Recycling has been an old
campaign for it has been
around for a long time, this is
reported in many environmental websites; however, this is
always a trend in Oman especially at Gulf College.
GC gave full thumbs up support to the Muscat Daily's (MD)
Recycling Awareness Campaign as the administration
through the staff of the college
library collated and donated 60
kilos of old newspapers and
magazines.

Ms. Encarnacion Gruz (centre) together with other
GC staff shows piles of papers given to Muscat
Daily in support to its recycling campaign.

Senior Librarian Ms. Encarnacion Cruz said that the campaign is in support to the reuse, reduce and recycle initiative of Muscat Daily, GC and
the Sultanate to conserve natural resources which is the major concern of the world today.
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Gulf College recently received Team Leader Ms. Antonia
from Cambridge University its Lamers visited GC last 21st of
license to operate a first-of-a- April and interviewed five SE
kind First Certificate in English nominees.
(FCE) programme in the Sul- CEM Asuncion reported that all
tanate of Oman.
the five SE nominees passed
The issuance took effect imme- the interview. They were Dr.
diately after the contract be- Romeo Castillo, Dr. Joseph
tween the Gulf College and Cuarteros, Dr. Wilma Serrano,
University of Cambridge was Dr. Agnes Ilagan, and Dr. Ester
inked collaboratively last se- Simagala.
mester, Centre Exam
Manager (CEM) Dr.
Antonio Asuncion reported.
The local centre at present is aiming to train
its Speaking Examiners
(SEs). Prior to this, Speaking Examiners and other FFS staff pose with Ms.
Antonia Lamers (seated) during her visit at GC.

The Faculty of Computing Sciences (FCS) is now announcing its IC3 programme to
stakeholders for summer 2013.
Dr. Mohanned Al-Obaidy reported that FCS staff has started marketing IC3 to the graduating students. “Our graduates
are willing to enrol particularly
that they are faced to seeking
job in the future. IC3 is very
significant to them because it

provides essential certificate
required by the job market.”
He likewise cited that they
distributed leaflets to different
government ministries and non
government companies to
maximise its promotion.
Lately, 20 Diwan staff visited
FCS early this month to signify
their interest for IC3 training.

The construction of GC’s Mabela campus advances to fast
track its development for the
projected 2014 opening, said
Project Manager Mr. Santosh
George in his report. As to
press time, the amphitheatre

area structure works is completed while the reception area
columns are in progress. However, the overall structure of
the main building from the
ground to the second floor is
completed.
Close view
of rear side
ground and
first floor
completed
& 2nd floor
in progress
(Top);
amphitheatre area
(Bottom L)
structure
works
completed;
and the
reception
area columns
(Bottom R)
in progress.

The front view of the Royal Opera House late in the afternoon at Al
Shatti Qurum, Muscat City.
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I really feel strong
affection for the renowned Opera House
not because that I’m
a part-time supervisor
Ahmed Almoqbali
there. I’m incredibly
close to the whole
world for I always have the chance
to peep into almost all the
world-class
Arts breathtaking
shows. The shows are beyond doubt reminiscent of the tremendous history and warm cultural heritage of the country where
the performers come from.
It’s an awesome experience. It
means my dream come true. Lately, I love the exhilarating jazz
spree of Branford Marsalis aka
feted legendary Grammy Awardwinning saxophonist with his well
knit innovative Jazz ensemble.
The celebrated Moroccan Night
starred by Abdul Rahim and
Fouad Zabadi and the thrilling
world’s top a cappella South African Sweet Honey singers showcased distinct country twang
and archetypical country voice.
The vast traditional songs I’ve
heard became my instant spectacular all-time favourite tracks.
Believe me, there was not a
spare seat in the Opera House
during those shows showing

that there is no single sign of
waning its popularity. This is indicative that Omanis and expats
had one thing in common, the
absolute passion to music as an
art. I notice, tell me if I’m wrong,
that people today has strong love
of rich worldwide tradition. We
owe it from the Opera House!
No words can describe how much
this means to me. I am closer to
the world than any other. The
Opera House is my second home
because the well-polished performances leave a gleaming mark in
my heart, a legendary story and
legacy I am proud to share to my
family, officemates and classmates at Gulf College. Opera
House is truly twice nicer than
anything or
Sweet Honey (L) and Marsalis (R)
anyone
else.(Ahmed
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Bait Al Zubair, Hub of Culture

Almoqbali)

I’m a big fun of historical places - fort,
museum, archaeological sites
- you name it.
Honestly speaking, the culture
of Oman is impressive as portrayed in bustling museums.
This holds true for our museums provide vital insights into
our traditions, civilisation and
history through the ages.
In my one time stopover with my
fellow GCians to Muscat, I found
the 1914 iconic Bait Al Zubair
which serves as Oman’s cultural
easel for years.
The museum is pretty charming
when seen in go-getting mood to
better appreciate the Zubair family’s collection of artifacts dating
back 3rd millennium BC. The ancient is brought to modern era.
The house is privately owned and
opens its other five separate
buildings and gardens with a
number of traditional features.
Personally, I was surprised by the
“oldies” exhibit of khanjar (Omani
dagger) traditional swords and
firearms, jewellery, furniture and
Culture

Staff

Staff

Front view of the Bait Al Zubair, one of the museums
in Oman.

household articles. I stepped back
in time and saw how my grandparents lived 100 years ago.
I was engrossed and never noticed that I galloped from one
building to another until I found
myself stunned into Bait Al
Nahdah (House of Renaissance)
which houses state-of-the-art collection from over 30 leading Omani artists. This collection became
the museums’ permanent collection. Before I leap out from the
place, I trudged the Bait Dalaleel
where array of exclusive social
functions are held.
I threw back my glance to the
place as I drove back home. One
thing is certain I’ve got: this house
is like no other. (Islam Al Gazoli)
Staff

Staff

Society Talk

In this issue, the Editorial Board
reviews spectacular common talks
of people in the society. Here they
come.
The board appreciates
Society very much the effort of
Sultan Qaboos through
the Ministry of Health for the April
14 inauguration of Al Masarra
Hospital. The RO 49-million project is a good project which will
enhance health services in Oman.
Gone are the days of going
abroad for medication!
We are all proud of Ameer Abdulhussain and Bader Al Lawati
otherwise known as “The Freezing
Omanis” for embarking on an environmental-cause expedition to
Antarctica where they experience
the continent’s climate and wildlife
at Ronge Island. Let’s get lured
into their earth campaign
at
freezingomanis@gmail.com.
Who would not be happy for the
incoming new terminal at Muscat

International Airport? Report says
that it increases the capacity to
handle 12 million passengers annually. Together we will see its 86
check-in counters and 90-room
airside hotel.
The Editorial Board felicitates the
Public Authority for Civil Defense
for having rescued 23 citizens
stranded in their homes by flood. It
is worthy of emulation. Keep up!
It is another good move of the
government for making provision
in Article 28 of Oman Labour Law
which hikes private sector basic
salary of locals from RO 225 to
RO 325. It is a good help indeed.
Another issue is the offing four
solar power projects in Oman. The
Rural Areas Electricity Company
has actually started working on in
Musandam, Al Wusta, and Dhofar.
We hope for the best on this big
project.
Together we’ll review hot news
again next issue. See you!

GC staff gets stunned when with registration, admission, stunews strikes that a young man is dent activities, academic and
Campus aligned with veteran non-academic services.
officers in the bureau- Second, he is promisingly dedicracy. He is Mr. Kamal Al Masri, cated. He works seriously on
the new Assistant Deputy Dean reactivating the Service Centre
for Student Affairs. Aged 30, he which meets the entrepreneurproves that age is an
ship, career, publicaabsurd and a far off
tion and research
wise gauge for efficienneeds of students from
cy.
the three Faculties.
Being young does not
Akin to this, he puts an
mean that he is stereoarray of activities ready
typed to be at the tail.
such as career day
He convinced the Editoand advisory, seminar
rial Board that there are
and workshops on
far better attributes to
plagiarism, citation and
look at as a gauge. The
referencing.
Kamal Al Masri
ore of effective attribAnd lastly, he is promutes is three-pronged, he unas- isingly optimistic. He is only upsumingly accentuated.
and-coming in his position yet he
First, Mr. Kamal is promisingly boldly plans to improve the regispunctual. That is why he is al- tration process to make it easier
most always spotted like an early to staff and students.
robin with throng of students at Punctual. Dedicated. Optimistic.
the corridors. He renders on-the These make Mr. Kamal a prom-spot actions to troubleshoot ising one in making the Student
hastily issues and concerns of Affairs always on the go. Kudos,
students. His office is accrued Mr. Kamal!

Eco Reminder:
*Wait and see in our next issue how the
Special Needs Students of GC celebrate
the “38th Arab Deaf Week”.
*We anticipate the success of the incoming training of FCE Speaking
Examiners with Team Leader Ms.
Antonia Lamers next month.
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Being a Litter Bug Abubucker, Mohanned to explore
With the disaster that
created
gruesome
effect to Oman’s environment, dozens of
Editor’s Desk rare turtles and other
endangered marine
species have been reported
dead in
Science & Environment
the fishing villages of Filim and Hikman
peninsula of Oman. Authorities
shed some light that the mishap
is partly attributed to the massive
litter pollution in the fishing harbours where rotting turtles and
marine life were found ruthlessly
devastated.
There is also issue on sea turtles
getting entangled in fishermen’s
nets or getting hit by boat. However, Environment Society of
Oman
(ESO)
responded,
“Whatever the reason, it is a
tragedy to behold which every
national is held responsible.”
This horrible catastrophe could
not be just set aside in a corner
of oblivion for it puts nature at
the brink of danger. Reports
show that the fishing harbours

are seen with assorted rubbish
thrown into the sea. It is likewise
found out that debris and many
other sorts of plastic bottles,
cellophanes and papers are
strewn unmindfully on the
shore… and some are drifting.
It’s so surprising why people
want bad things for the wellbeing of the sea creatures.
This isn’t the only finding coming
to similar conclusion. Many findings have shown that astonishing array of litters is the root
cause of the damaged environment. Authorities said that a
bigger picture of terrible destruction of Oman’s marine sanctuary
will be expected dramatically if
day-to-day rubbish rises inevitably.
Paradoxically, if we wish to see
more turtles floating dead from
the shore, go ahead to be a litter
bug. This is the price of being
one of them. However, if we
wish our younger brothers to see
them, we have the choice. But
one thing is sure, we can’t have
them both. Think of it.

On Water Conservation

With the recent
dire issue on water supply in Wilayat Al Seeb and Wadi Udai, the
Public Authority for Electricity
and Water publicised its earnest
apology at the premier page of
April 18 Times of Oman.
Part of the apology was an announcement of the cause of low
pressure in some parts of the
water network at North and
South Al Heel and the exposure
of electrical cables of water wells
in Al Mawaleh. Related actions
were as well discussed in the
intrepid announcement. It is very
touching to note that the bold
acceptance and the outright
apology are two ethical manifestations that the Authority is doing
sincerely its best to serve the
citizens.
In their announcement, the Authority concluded, “With electricity we progress and water gives

us life. Please avoid extravagance in consumption.”
The
appeal is so touching that moves
locals to massively support the
advocacy.
I personally believe that underestimating this environmental
call is putting more scale of ecological disaster and its impact
might fall hardest in the near
future pegging dangers to lives
of humanity and diversity in
Oman.
When shall we be water-wise?
The more sporadic and worse
scenario is yet to come as an
effect of heedless action. Let’s
not wait for a more stressed water supply. Do not throw your
fingers to PAEW for water woes.
Dare your share…. a mustpledge makes a difference for
tomorrow.
Nothing
pleases
PAEW more than our action of
saving water now.

Q: How many people die each day due to water related-diseases? A: Almost
80% of diseases are associated with water, causing some three million early
deaths. For example, 5,000 children die every day from diarrhea, or one every
17 seconds.

website development analysis

With the boom of electronic commerce which facilitates the sales
Research aspects of e-business,
organizations
are
trendy in scouring website developers in the job market to design
their vogue e-business webpage
which encompasses a wide range
of approaches and processes.
Mr. Abubucker Samsudeen Shaffi
and Dr. Mohanned Al-Obaidy will
make this complicated work easy
for organizations to decide which
methodologies they have to use to
make an edge with competitors. In
their research work in progress,
they will soon publish their analysis on the traditional and Web
Information Systems Development
Methodology (WSDOM).
To do this, the authors attempt at
present juxtaposing traditional

SPORTS

FUN

methodologies with WSDOM
methodology to make an in depth
comparison and to come up with
pragmatic insights that would
eventually help web developers in
creating a more attractive websites
of organizations.
Mr. Abubucker cited in an interview that the output of their paper
is anticipated to be appreciated
and patronised because this is
hoped to be an answer of Oman’s
quest for more competitive ebusinesses in the Arab region and
in the global market.

Abubucker Shaffi

SPORTS

I have passion in cars but never
did I have strong interest in racing. Yet ironically one day, I
found myself one of those thousands of Omani youths yelling
witlessly to the acclaimed circuit
driver Ahmed Al Harthy during
the nerve-wrecking Oman’s first
ever Red Bull Soapbox Race
held this April in Bausher sand
dunes.
I experienced the magical lure
of racing as the winners took a
clutch of their victories. My heart
was taken captive of the instant
boom of racing. Instantly right
there, I was dissatisfied to my
very limited interest to driving. I
was pushed and influenced
eventually by my fellow Omani

Mohanned Al-Obaidy

FUN
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youths to love car racing.
I thought, on my part, it’s a
hoax. But not really! The Soapbox
Race
hoisted
in me an
impact to
build
machine
for outrageous
human(Yousef Khalfan)
powered
soapbox roadsters. This computer era, creativity matters!
One day, I will not be a mere
yelling spectator but an awesome racer yelled at.
(Yousef Khalfan)

Science Info
People litter because …
it’s a personal choice;
lack of personal responsibility; have a sense of
entitlement--- a feeling
that a utility worker
should clean up after them; bin is
not around; and they are juvenile.

A. .
. A B A.
A B C BA
. A B A.
. . A. .

Diamond ABC .
How many ways
can you read ABC
off the diamond?
Answer: ____
Submit your
answer to Yousef
at the library and
get instant fancy
prize. Hurry up!

.

